
 There have been attempts to solve the Single Image Super-resolution problem using

lightweight networks, considering limited computational resources for real-world

applications.

 In previous works, residual paths in networks are pre-fixed and manually designed by

human researchers.

 The proposed method allows the network to dynamically select residual paths depending

on the input image, based on the idea of attention mechanism.
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Abstract

Network Structure

Qualitative Results

 Dynamic Residual Attention Network (DRAN) consists of five main parts: two convolution

layers at the input and output side each, set of Dynamic Residual Blocks (DRBs), the

Upsampler network and Dynamic Residual Module (DRM).

 DRB selectively accepts necessary information from preceding DRBs and sends the

processed feature to following DRBs.

 DRM controls residual connection between DRBs according to the input image.

 Dynamic Residual Module uses the input image as prior information to compute optimal

residual path attention parameter.

Dynamic Residual Module

Dynamic Residual Attention

Qualitative Results

 Quantitative comparisons of our models with the previous lightweight models on

benchmark datasets. The best performance is shown in red and the second best is shown in

blue. The small-scale versions are suffixed by “-s.”

 Qualitative comparisons for ×4 super-resolution with our method and other state-of-the-

arts on Urban100 datasets.
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 DRAN exploits selected features in the shallow part of the network considering the input

image, which allows the DRB to use the features of various depths as needed.

 The residual attention parameters emphasize more important features or weaken

unnecessary features from preceding building blocks.

 Proposed dynamic residual path structure guarantees more diverse combination of features

compared to previous methods with pre-fixed residual paths.
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